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Abstract

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) of historical document
images remains a challenging task because of the distorted in-
put images, extensive number of uncommon characters, and
the scarcity of labeled data, which impedes modern deep
learning-based OCR techniques from achieving good recog-
nition accuracy. Meanwhile, there exists a substantial amount
of expert knowledge that can be utilized in this task. How-
ever, such knowledge is usually complicated and could only
be accurately expressed with formal languages such as first-
order logic (FOL), which is difficult to be directly integrated
into deep learning models. This paper proposes KESAR, a
novel Knowledge-Enhanced Document Segmentation And
Recognition method for historical document images based on
the Abductive Learning (ABL) framework. The segmentation
and recognition models are enhanced by incorporating back-
ground knowledge for character extraction and prediction,
followed by an efficient joint optimization of both models.
We validate the effectiveness of KESAR on historical docu-
ment datasets. The experimental results demonstrate that our
method can simultaneously utilize knowledge-driven reason-
ing and data-driven learning, which outperforms the current
state-of-the-art methods.

1 Introduction
Document image analysis is a common task that aims to ex-
tract text from document images. Typically, it involves two
steps, image segmentation and recognition. Segmentation is
devised to identify and isolate regions containing the de-
sired texts. After segmentation, recognition transforms the
segmented images into textual form. With the rapid devel-
opment of OCR technologies, the analysis of modern docu-
ment images can now be well addressed (Long, He, and Yao
2021), as these images often have neat arrangement, clear
handwriting, and abundant labeled data. However, different
from modern ones, the analysis of historical documents, in-
cluding handwritten manuscripts and early prints, remains a
challenging, unresolved issue.

Three main challenges hinder the segmentation and
recognition of historical document images. Firstly, text lines
are often distorted and densely packed, leading to substan-
tial challenges for image segmentation. Secondly, histori-
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cal documents often include a wide range of character cate-
gories. For instance, while modern Chinese documents typ-
ically use around 3,500 characters, historical counterparts
may contain over 10,000 characters. This extensive charac-
ter dictionary requires a large amount of labeled data for
the recognition model training. Thirdly, annotating histori-
cal documents is time-consuming and requires a high level
of expert knowledge. This results in a scarcity of labeled im-
ages, consequently leading to inferior performance of mod-
ern data-driven segmentation and recognition models.

However, humans are able to make successful segmen-
tation and recognition from historical manuscripts by uti-
lizing background knowledge, which is also a promising
way for enhancing machine learning performance (Raedt
et al. 2020). For instance, during the segmentation of Chi-
nese document images, characters typically have a square-
like shape. Furthermore, characters within the same text line
are expected to exhibit similar aspect ratios and sizes. First-
order logic (FOL) rules provide a precise way to express
such knowledge. However, it is non-trivial to inject these
rules into the learning process of common deep learning
models, since the application of FOL typically relies on log-
ical reasoning, a discrete process that is difficult to integrate
with gradient-based numerical optimization methods.

In order to leverage human knowledge to empower doc-
ument image analysis, we adopt the ABductive Learning
(ABL) framework (Zhou 2019; Zhou and Huang 2022).
This novel paradigm bridges data-driven machine learning
and knowledge-driven logical reasoning while preserving
the expressive power of both. In ABL, the machine learning
model initially converts raw data into primitive logic facts,
named pseudo-labels. The reasoning component then revises
pseudo-labels that are inconsistent with the FOL knowledge
base by abductive reasoning (Magnani 2009), a.k.a. abduc-
tion. Subsequently, these knowledge-refined pseudo-labels
are utilized to update the machine learning model, and the
above routine repeats iteratively.

In this paper, we propose KESAR (Knowledge-Enhanced
document Segmentation And Recognition) to tackle the
above challenges based on the ABL framework. It first trains
the segmentation model with structural knowledge, where
the predicted character regions and affinities (area between
adjacent characters) are refined by the knowledge base via
abduction. Then, to address the issue of label scarcity, it
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leverages the proposed abductive matching mechanism to
train the recognition model that is used to predict text for
single-character images. In this process, a dynamic program-
ming algorithm is utilized to conduct abductive matching
efficiently. Finally, it employs joint optimization, allowing
the segmentation and recognition models to mutually en-
hance their performance instead of being trained separately.
In this process, we propose the Over-Segmentation and Re-
combination (OSR) algorithm, which enables the segmen-
tation model to improve its performance by leveraging the
recognition model’s ability to differentiate characters.

To show the effectiveness of KESAR, we conduct exten-
sive experiments on three datasets. These datasets include a
substantial number of challenging images, featuring severe
distortions, varying scales, and multiple sources of noise.
Ablation studies demonstrate the importance of each com-
ponent of our method, and empirical evaluations show that
KESAR outperforms state-of-the-art OCR methods in both
segmentation and recognition tasks.

2 Related Work
Recently, deep learning-based scene text detection meth-
ods have achieved remarkable results. They can be broadly
classified into two categories: segmentation-based and
regression-based methods. Typically, segmentation-based
methods involve the integration of pixel-level predictions,
followed by post-processing algorithms to derive the bound-
ing boxes. CRAFT (Baek et al. 2019) predicts the prob-
abilities of character regions and affinities for each pixel.
PSENet (Wang et al. 2019b) proposes a progressive scale
expansion mechanism, learning and enlarging text kernels to
cover all text instances. Based on PSENet, PAN (Wang et al.
2019c) implements a pixel aggregation process by predict-
ing the pixel similarities. Besides, regression-based methods
try to predict the contours of text lines directly. FCENet (Zhu
et al. 2021) regresses text lines on the Fourier domain and re-
constructs contours during the inference stage. ABCNet (Liu
et al. 2020) utilizes Bezier curves to parameterize polygon
annotations, equipping the model with the ability to detect
text lines of arbitrary shapes. However, the former types of
models typically resort to weakly supervised training, poten-
tially leading to inaccurate results given limited data. Mean-
while, the new contour representations heavily depend on
highly specialized network architectures. In contrast, by in-
troducing human knowledge, our method can sufficiently
exploit the supervised information from limited labeled data,
thus improving data efficiency. Besides, it imposes little lim-
itation on the model’s specific form.

Text recognition is another important component of docu-
ment image analysis, which aims at recognizing text through
a cropped text image. Some recognition approaches attempt
to rectify irregular images to regular ones before recognition
with an exemplary work of STN (Jaderberg et al. 2015). In
contrast, DAN (Wang et al. 2020) and Robust Scanner (Yue
et al. 2020) represent encoder-decoder-based methods, using
the attention mechanism to capture neighborhood informa-
tion, yielding promising results in irregular text recognition.
Other approaches such as CA-FCN (Liao et al. 2019) and

CCN (Xing et al. 2019) address recognition by segment-
ing each character to circumvent issues with irregular lay-
outs. However, successful text recognition in these previous
works usually requires substantial labeled data. This might
be feasible for modern documents but presents significant
challenges when dealing with historical documents.

The incorporation of human knowledge has long been
considered an effective approach to addressing data scarcity.
In recent years, advancements have been made in leverag-
ing symbolic reasoning to enhance the performance of ma-
chine learning models such as neural networks, especially
when certain domain knowledge is available. For instance,
some approaches express logical domain knowledge as con-
straints within the neural network’s loss function to guide
the training process (Xu et al. 2018; Yang, Lee, and Park
2022). Other approaches endeavor to learn domain knowl-
edge within neural networks using specialized layers (Wang
et al. 2019a). Additionally, some methods interpret neural
network outputs as probability distributions over symbols,
subsequently invoking a symbolic system to derive solu-
tions (Manhaeve et al. 2018; Tsamoura, Hospedales, and
Michael 2021). Many of these methods use continuous func-
tions to approximate logical constraints and discrete oper-
ators, which results in bias in the approximated inference
and requires large amounts of training data. Our method is
based on Abductive Learning (ABL) (Zhou 2019; Dai et al.
2019; Zhou and Huang 2022), a framework that bridges ma-
chine learning and symbolic reasoning via logical abduction.
ABL has also demonstrated the capability to build a knowl-
edge base from data (Huang et al. 2023a) or knowledge
graph (Huang et al. 2023b). Following ABL, our method
is capable of fully leveraging the deep learning capabil-
ity for feature extraction from raw images, while also pre-
serving the complete expressive power of logical reasoning
for knowledge processing in symbolic space, which signifi-
cantly improves the model performance.

3 Preliminaries
Abductive Reasoning. Abductive reasoning, a.k.a abduc-
tion, is a basic form of logical inference, which seeks an ex-
planation for an observation. Formally, given observations
O, based on background knowledge base KB, it gener-
ates a set of abducibles ∆ consistent with KB and satisfies
KB ∪ ∆ |= O, where |= stands for logical entailment. For
example, when observing a text line, based on knowledge of
text structure, we could explain that there are several char-
acters with similar shapes and sizes in this text line.
Abductive Learning. The target of ABductive Learning
(ABL) (Zhou 2019; Zhou and Huang 2022) is to train a ma-
chine learning model given unlabeled data and knowledge
base. In ABL, the machine learning model perceives prim-
itive logic facts from raw data, while logical abduction ex-
ploits the knowledge base to revise wrongly perceived facts
to improve the machine learning model. For example, if a
model predicts several bounding boxes for characters with
dissimilar shapes within a text line, which are inconsistent
with the knowledge base, ABL utilizes abduction to revise
wrong bounding boxes and treats them as ground-truth la-
bels to update the model.
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4 The KESAR Approach
In this section, we first introduce an overview of the
proposed model training method, KESAR (Knowledge-
Enhanced historical document Segmentation And Recogni-
tion), and then present the details of its three learning stages.

4.1 Overview
KESAR consists of two machine learning models for image
segmentation and recognition, respectively:
• Segmentation Model. The segmentation model takes the

raw image as input, predicting the probability distribu-
tion for each pixel on three distinct categories: character
region (an area containing a character), character affin-
ity (an area between two adjacent characters), or back-
ground. The watershed algorithm is then employed to ag-
gregate pixels that are likely to be situated within charac-
ter regions, thereby isolating each single character. The
images of the segmented characters then serve as inputs
for the recognition model. On the other hand, character
affinity is used to generate text lines by connecting dis-
persed character regions during the inference stage.

• Recognition Model. After the segmentation model iden-
tifies individual characters, the recognition model merely
needs to predict text of single-character images. This task
is relatively straightforward, and a small-scale ResNet
network (He et al. 2016) can accomplish it effectively.

To integrate knowledge for document image segmenta-
tion and recognition, KESAR employs a three-stage learning
methodology:
1. Segmentation with Structural Knowledge. It incorpo-

rates text structure knowledge to augment the weakly-
supervised learning process of the segmentation model.

2. Recognition with Abductive Matching. It uses both
knowledge of abductive matching and unlabeled cropped
character images to train the recognition model.

3. Joint Optimization. It uses glyph knowledge learned by
the recognition model to further improve the segmenta-
tion model’s performance. Meanwhile, the refined char-
acter segmentation results also facilitate the learning of
the recognition model in turn.

4.2 Segmentation with Structural Knowledge
Due to the difficulty of labeling, most historical document
images only have line-level labels (bounding box and text of
each line), whereas the learning of the segmentation model
requires character-level supervised information.

To bridge this discrepancy, we adopt the abductive learn-
ing framework, which incorporates structural knowledge of
characters to deal with limited supervision. Fig. 1 illus-
trates the learning pipeline of the segmentation model in the
task of Chinese historical document segmentation. Firstly,
the segmentation model takes the document image as in-
put and predicts the character region to generate pseudo-
character bounding boxes. Then, the reasoning component
rectifies bounding boxes inconsistent with the knowledge
base through abductive reasoning, given the text-line an-
notations. These revised character bounding boxes are then

Segmentation 
Model

1. Segment

Knowledge 
Base

2. Abduce

Segmentation 
Model

4.Replace

3. Supervised
Learning

Pseudo Character 
Bounding Boxes

Revised Character
Bounding Boxes
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约
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𦄘𦄘
文

Figure 1: Illustration of Segmentation with Structural
Knowledge. Each iteration begins with the character region
prediction to extract pseudo-bounding boxes. Then, it em-
ploys abduction to revise inconsistent bounding boxes based
on the knowledge base. Finally, it generates revised char-
acter regions to update the segmentation model, which will
replace the origin one after each iteration.

used to update the segmentation model. In this example, we
can precisely formalize human knowledge of text structure
to FOL rules as follows:

reg bbox(B)← close(asp rat(B), 1). (1)

reg textline(TL)←
bbox seq(TL) = {B1, B2, . . .}
∧ reg bbox(B1) ∧ reg bbox(B2) ∧ . . . (2)
∧ close(asp rat(B1), asp rat(B2), . . .)

∧ close(size(B1), size(B2), . . .).

false← bbox seq(TL) = {B1, B2, . . .} (3)
∧ horizontal adjacent(B1, B2, . . .).

“←” is implication, which means that if premises on
the right hold, then the conclusion on the left holds;
reg bbox(B) is the regular-shape constraint on bound-
ing box B; reg textline(TL) determines whether a se-
quence of character bounding boxes, bbox seq(TL) =
{B1, B2, . . .}, contained in TL composes a regular text line;
close(V1, V2, ...) calculates the variance of its arguments
to assess whether the arguments are adequately proximate;
asp rat(B) and size(B) calculate aspect ratio and size of a
bounding box B, respectively. These FOL rules essentially
convey three fundamental aspects of background knowledge
in Chinese historical documents segmentation:

(1) Chinese characters are square-shaped.
(2) Characters within the same text line possess similar

aspect ratios and sizes.
(3) Vertically-aligned text does not contain horizontally

adjacent characters.

In this task, abductive reasoning aims to revise charac-
ter bounding boxes by maximizing a consistency measure
that quantifies the degree to which these boxes align with
the semantics of predicates (e.g., close, reg bbox) in rules
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Figure 2: The upper half illustrates the learning pipeline
of the recognition model. In each iteration, the recognition
model first predicts pseudo-character labels from images.
Potential inaccuracies are then rectified by the knowledge
base via abductive matching. The model is then updated us-
ing these matched character images and labels. The lower
half demonstrates three typical types of matching relation-
ships between prediction and target in abductive matching.
Yellow dotted lines represent the results of abduction, which
are propagated from the blue ones.

(1)-(3). The consistency measure can be calculated in vari-
ous way (Huang et al. 2020, 2021), and in KESAR it is the
negative weighted sum of the predicates’ value and the dis-
tance between the abduced and predicted boxes. Among all
consistent bounding box sets, the one with the closest aspect
ratio and size would have the maximal consistency.

Considering the measure’s non-convexity, revising char-
acter bounding boxes by directly maximizing the consis-
tency is time-consuming. In practice, the process begins with
merging horizontally adjacent boxes. Then, irregular boxes
are identified by examining the width and height of the text
line. Finally, these irregular boxes are revised according to
the average size of regular ones.

4.3 Recognition with Abductive Matching
The recognition model takes character images as input and
predicts the text. Although most historical document images
only have text-line labels, the predicted character bounding
boxes of the segmentation model can be used to generate
training images. Nonetheless, a significant discrepancy re-
mains when utilizing these images to train the recognition
model, primarily due to the potential omission or misidenti-
fication of character bounding boxes. As shown in the upper
half of Fig. 2, the input text-line image contains 6 charac-
ters, while the segmentation model only predicts 5 bound-
ing boxes. Since we do not know the correspondence be-
tween the text-line label and these bounding boxes, annotat-
ing such 5 boxes with the 6 ground-truth characters becomes
puzzling, especially when the recognition result is incorrect.

Algorithm 1: Abductive Matching

Input: Predicted string P = (p1, p2, . . . , pn); Ground-
truth string G = (g1, g2, . . . , gm); Maximum length of
matched substrings max len

Output: Maximum set of groundings ∆
1: Initialization: p0 ← ‘[START]’; g0 ← ‘[START]’;

res← [[0], . . . , [0]]; trace← [[0], . . . , [0]]
2: for i = 1 to n do
3: for j = 1 to m do
4: if pi = gj then
5: res[i, j]← res[i− 1, j − 1] + 1
6: trace[i, j]← 1
7: for k = 1 to min(i, j,max len) do
8: if pi−k = gj−k then
9: res[i, j]← res[i− k, j − k] + k

10: trace[i, j]← k
11: break
12: else
13: res[i, j]← max(res[i− 1, j], res[i, j − 1])
14: ∆← postprocess(res, trace)

To address this challenge, we introduce the second stage
learning of KESAR, namely, Recognition with Abductive
Matching. By incorporating general human knowledge for
matching relationship construction, this approach can gen-
erate pairs of matched character images and labels, thereby
promoting the learning of the recognition model.

The learning process also follows the framework of ABL.
This time, the medium facilitating the interaction between
learning and reasoning changes from character bounding
boxes to character labels. The upper half of Fig. 2 shows
the closed-loop learning process of the recognition model.
During each cycle, the predicted characters are revised by
the knowledge base via abductive matching and these re-
fined characters, paired with input images, are then used to
train the recognition model.

The core strategy of abductive matching involves initially
aligning identical segments between the prediction and the
text-line label and subsequently propagating the matching
relationships to equal-length intervals. The lower half of Fig.
2 illustrates three cases of abductive matching, each repre-
senting a length relationship between the prediction and the
text-line label. The first case often occurs when segmenta-
tion is accurate, but recognition may be erroneous. The latter
two cases commonly result from the omission and incorrect
identification of character bounding boxes, respectively.

Efficient Optimization. In abductive matching, different
alignment ways will lead to different propagation results and
hence different numbers of matched character images and
labels. To generate more training data for the recognition
model, we construct the following optimization problem:

max
∣∣{(pij , gij)| match char(pij , g

i
j)}

∣∣
s.t. match str(Pi, Gi)

where Pi = {pi1, pi2, . . . , pil}, Gi = {gi1, gi2, . . . , gil},
substr(Pi, P ), substr(Gi, G), l < max len.
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Figure 3: Illustration of Joint Optimization of the segmen-
tation and recognition models. Images segmented by the
segmentation model will be used in the recognition model
learning, as described in Section 4.3. Furthermore, these im-
ages will be used to train the segmentation model after re-
finement by the Over-Segmentation and Recombination al-
gorithm. Over-segmentation divides the segmented images
into finer segments, and recombination fuses these split im-
ages in various ways. After being assessed by the recogni-
tion model, the recombination way with the highest score
will be subsequently used to update the segmentation model.

where | · | calculates the number of elements in the set;
match str(Pi, Gi) holds true when Pi and Gi have equal
length and their respective first and last characters are also
identical; match char(pij , g

i
j) holds true when pij and gij

are in the same position of a pair of matched strings; P ,
G are the predicted string and the target string respec-
tively; substr(Pi, P ) holds true when Pi is a substring of P ;
max len restricts the length of matched substrings, since
the credibility of the matching established by propagation
gradually decreases as the length of the substring increases.

Although this is a combinatorial optimization problem, it
can be solved by a dynamic programming algorithm with
polynomial time complexity O(nm ∗ max len), where n
and m are lengths of P and G respectively. Algorithm 1
represents the detail of the proposed ABductive Matching
(ABM) method. The algorithm calculates each element in
the res array in ascending order. For res[i, j], if pi and gj
are the same, they can be matched together and res[i, j] is
initialized as res[i − 1, j − 1] + 1. Then, the algorithm tra-
verses forward up to max len steps to find another pair of
matching characters, so that the characters in between can
be matched through abduction and res[i, j] can be updated
correspondingly (cf. Line 7-11 in Algorithm 1). If pi and gj
are different, then res[i, j] is set to the maximum value of
res[i− 1, j] and res[i, j − 1] (cf. Line 13 in Algorithm 1).

4.4 Joint Optimization
The joint optimization focuses on using glyph knowledge
learned by the recognition model to further improve the
predictive accuracy of the segmentation model, especially
in complex scenarios where characters are closely packed
or portions of a single character are distinctly separated.
Besides the performance improvement of the segmentation
model, this augmented character segmentation capability
also boosts the learning of the recognition model.

Algorithm 2: Over-Segmentation and Recombination (OSR)

Input: Recognition model f ; Sequence of bounding boxes
B = (B1, B2, . . . , Bn); Sequence of character labels
C = (c1, c2, . . . , cm); Max recombination number r

Output: Sequence of recombined bounding boxes D
1: Initialization:D ← ∅; score ← [0]; match len ← [0];

trace← [0]
2: OB ← OverSegment(B)
3: for i = 1 to 2n do
4: score.append(0)
5: for j = max(1, i− r + 1) to 2n do
6: tar char = C[match len[j − 1] + 1]
7: comb score = f(Comb(OB[j : i]), tar char)
8: new score = score[j − 1] + comb score
9: if new score > score[i] then

10: score[i]← new score
11: match len[i]← match len[j − 1] + 1
12: trace[i]← j − 1
13: end index← arg maxi,match len[i]=m score[i]

14: D ← postprocess(trace, end index)

Figure 3 presents the overall pipeline of joint optimiza-
tion. The red dotted arrow represents the recognition model
learning process established in Section 4.3. To make the
segmentation model learning benefit from the recognition
model, we need to close the loop. Considering that the pri-
mary issue with the segmentation model is the incorrect
merging or splitting of characters, we propose the Over-
Segmentation and Recombination (OSR) algorithm.

Algorithm 2 presents details of the OSR approach. Ini-
tially, the algorithm segments each bounding box in B into
two new vertically packed bounding boxes, where the seg-
mentation point is approximately halfway through the height
of the original character bounding box (cf. Line 2 in Al-
gorithm 2). Following this, OSR iteratively processes these
segmented boxes, merging those at the sequence’s tail and
employing the recognition model to assess the effect of the
combination (cf. Line 3-12 in Algorithm 2). The objective
is to find the recombined bounding box sequence with the
highest score. This can be computed recursively from trace
and end index. The recombination process is inspired by
the idea of Rg-ABBS (Xie et al. 2019). However, Rg-ABBS
utilizes beam search to determine the combination path, any
rejection of the (partial) optimal solution will remove the
global optima from subsequent searches. In contrast, our
method restricts the number of combined boxes, as a sin-
gle character will not be excessively lengthy in the majority
of cases, thereby ensuring both efficiency and accuracy.

5 Experiments
This section presents the experimental results on three his-
torical document datasets to demonstrate the effectiveness of
each stage within KESAR and compare it with state-of-the-
art methods. All experiments are conducted on a server with
8 Nvidia V100 GPUs. The code is available for download1.

1https://github.com/AbductiveLearning/ABL-HD
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Method MTH GBACHD TKH

R(%) P(%) F(%) R(%) P(%) F(%) R(%) P(%) F(%)

PSENet 88.4 87.3 87.8 73.2 82.2 77.5 97.5 90.7 94.0
FCENet 78.8 81.6 80.2 71.1 69.0 70.0 84.1 84.8 84.4
CRAFT 85.9 93.4 89.5 82.5 93.2 87.5 97.3 98.3 97.8

KESAR (w/o JOPT) 92.1 94.0 93.1 93.5 93.4 93.5 - - -
KESAR 93.1 93.4 93.2 94.4 94.0 94.2 - - -

Table 1: Segmentation model comparison results on MTH, GBACHD, and TKH. R, P, and F represent the recall, precision,
and F-measure respectively. The performances of KESAR (w/o JOPT) and KESAR on TKH are neglected since character-level
annotations of TKH are used in the pre-training and there is no need to revise these annotations by structural knowledge or joint
optimization. Comparison on TKH is for reference only since the training label used by CRAFT is different from others.

5.1 Datasets
TKH (Yang et al. 2018) is a collection of historical doc-
uments released by HCIILAB, containing 1,000 images
sourced from the Tripitaka Koreana. The dataset incorpo-
rates both character and text-line annotations. Text lines are
neatly arranged, characters are relatively uniform in size,
and the variety of character types is somewhat limited. Due
to the inclusion of character annotations, we randomly select
600 images to serve as the pre-training data for KESAR.
MTH (Ma et al. 2020) is a more challenging historical
document dataset, characterized by prevalent text line dis-
tortions, intricate page layouts, and occasional inclusion of
drawings. Comprising 2,200 images, the dataset is randomly
partitioned into training and testing subsets at a 7:3 ratio.
Although the MTH dataset encompasses both character and
text-line annotations, only the latter are employed to validate
the efficiency of our method.
GBACHD is the most challenging dataset in our exper-
iments, released in the 2022 Greater Bay Area (Huangpu)
International Algorithm Case Competition. Encompassing
2,000 images, the dataset features over 15,000 character
categories, embracing numerous rare characters and variant
forms. GBACHD provides only text-line annotations. The
complexities of the segmentation and recognition tasks de-
rive not only from the severe distortions and varying scales
but also from the presence of multiple sources of noise such
as stains, blurred notes, and seals. The dataset is randomly
partitioned into 1,400 images designated for training, with
the remaining images set aside for testing.

5.2 Implementation Details
Our baseline segmentation model is CRAFT (Baek et al.
2019) with ResNet50 as its backbone. We first employ the
training data of TKH to pre-train the segmentation model for
320 epochs and then utilize MTH and GBACHD to fine-tune
the model for 180 and 80 epochs, respectively. Our recogni-
tion model is ResNet34. We first employ the training data
of TKH to pre-train the network for 25 epochs and then uti-
lize character images generated by the segmentation model
to fine-tune the model for another 25 epochs. The Joint Opti-
mization stage requires only 10 epochs. The whole training
process can be finished in 15 hours. More implementation
details are listed in the appendix.

5.3 Ablation Study
Influence of Structural Knowledge. We investigate the ef-
fect of structural knowledge on the segmentation model by
comparing its performance with and without the utilization
of a knowledge base for rectifying pseudo-character bound-
ing boxes. We denote the structural knowledge-enhanced
CRAFT model as KESAR (w/o JOPT) since it has not been
fine-tuned by the joint optimization process. As shown in
Table 1, KESAR (w/o JOPT) surpasses the vanilla CRAFT
in terms of text line segmentation recall, precision, and F-
measure. Notably, the F-measure (93.1%) achieved by KE-
SAR (w/o JOPT) surpasses that of CRAFT by an abso-
lute 3.6% on the MTH dataset and by an absolute 6.0% on
the GBACHD dataset. Furthermore, since KESAR primar-
ily serves as a model training method, it maintains the same
inference speed as its baseline model, CRAFT. The perfor-
mance of KESAR (w/o JOPT) on the TKH dataset is not
included since the character-level annotations used in the
training obviate the need for revision through knowledge
and joint optimization.
Influence of Abductive Matching. We study the effect
of abductive matching on the recognition model’s perfor-
mance. Our evaluation metrics include 1-N.E.D. (normal-
ized edit distance) (Zhang et al. 2019) and the successful
abduction rate, defined as the proportion of correctly ab-
duced labels. A higher value of 1-N.E.D. indicates better
recognition performance and a higher successful abduction
rate means a larger portion of character images are matched
with a character label. Fig. 4 illustrates the performance tra-
jectory throughout the training process, demonstrating rapid
improvement in recognition accuracy that eventually reaches
a relatively high level of performance.

As shown in Table 2, KESAR achieves 0.924 1-N.E.D.
on the MTH dataset, which is absolute 0.093 higher than
the initial performance. Improvement is even more signif-
icant on the GBACHD dataset, where KESAR ultimately
achieves 0.875 1-N.E.D., compared to the initial perfor-
mance of 0.737. As also shown in Table 3, the trend of the
successful abduction rate mirrors that of 1-N.E.D. and even
converges more rapidly. It finally achieves a near-optimal
result, where almost all character labels are matched with a
character image. Since the recognition model of KESAR is
a small-scale ResNet, its inference is highly efficient.
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Figure 4: Learning curves of the recognition model. Blue
curves indicate the 1-N.E.D. evaluation results on the train-
ing data and green curves indicate results on the test data.
Considering that TKH is employed during the pre-training
phase, we also display results from the TKH test data using
yellow curves.

Influence of Joint Optimization. We investigate the im-
pact of joint optimization and focus on the performance im-
provement of the segmentation model, as the capability of
recognition is highly dependent on the segmentation. As
shown in Table 1, the performances of KESAR and KESAR
(w/o JOPT) on the MTH dataset are comparable. This is pri-
marily because the challenges posed by the MTH dataset
stem from complex page layouts and variations in character
scale across the image, whereas characters within the same
text line are generally clearly separated. On the GBACHD
dataset, there is a noticeable improvement in model perfor-
mance, with KESAR surpassing KESAR (w/o JOPT) across
all three metrics. This enhancement aligns with our expec-
tations, given that many characters in the GBACHD images
are densely clustered, and the recognition model aids in seg-
menting these difficult instances.

5.4 Comparisons with State-of-the-Art Methods

Text Line Segmentation. We employ PSENet (Wang
et al. 2019b) and FCENet (Zhu et al. 2021) as compari-
son methods, which are implemented by the mmocr code-
base (Kuang et al. 2021). By incorporating a progressive
scale expansion mechanism and multi-scale kernels, PSENet
is able to gradually expand the predicted text-line region,
which enables the model to effectively distinguish densely
packed text lines. Benefiting from the expressive power
of Fourier Transformation to represent closed contours,
FCENet is especially good at detecting highly distorted text
lines which are prevalent in the GBACHD dataset. Table 1
summarizes our results including text line segmentation re-
call, precision, and F-measure on the MTH and GBACHD
datasets. On MTH, KESAR surpasses all comparison mod-
els. We can find that the F-measure (93.2%) achieved by
KESAR is 5.4% higher than PSENet and 13.0% higher than
FCENet on the F-measure. The GBACHD dataset is signif-
icantly more challenging than the MTH dataset, featuring a
higher level of noise and distortions. As a result, we find a
substantial decrease in the performance of comparison meth-
ods. Nevertheless, KESAR still performs well, achieving the
highest F-measure of 94.2%.

Method MTH GBACHD TKH

RobustScanner 0.905 0.722 0.991 / 0.989
ABINet 0.900 0.718 0.992 / 0.988

KESAR 0.924 0.875 0.970 / 0.988

Table 2: Recognition model comparison results on MTH,
GBACHD, and TKH. The performance metric is 1-N.E.D..

Epoch 1 2 4 10 15 25

MTH 0.949 0.989 0.992 0.994 0.995 0.996

GBACHD 0.919 0.977 0.983 0.988 0.990 0.992

Table 3: Rate of successful abduction w.r.t. training epoch
on MTH and GBACHD.

Text Recognition. We utilize RobustScanner (Yue et al.
2020) and ABINet (Fang et al. 2021) as comparison meth-
ods, which are also implemented by the mmocr codebase.
Since our method utilizes TKH for pre-training in the ex-
periments on MTH and GBACHD, we include TKH in the
training data of other methods for a fair comparison. There-
fore, results on TKH represent the performance of mod-
els trained on both MTH/GBACHD and TKH, while tested
solely on TKH. Our evaluation metric is 1-N.E.D.. As shown
in Table 2, KESAR achieves superior performance on MTH
and GBACHD. Remarkably on GBACHD, KESAR outper-
forms other methods by at least 0.153 1-N.E.D.. On TKH,
comparison methods exhibit excellent performance and our
method is competitive. It is worth noting that our training
data comprise predicted text lines generated by the segmen-
tation model, whereas comparative methods use ground-
truth text lines as training data.

6 Conclusion

To exploit human knowledge in document segmentation and
recognition, we propose a novel approach based on the ab-
ductive learning framework, aiming at using background
knowledge to enhance character extraction and prediction
performance. In detail, our method enables the model to re-
fine segmentation results by utilizing structural knowledge,
and the proposed abductive matching mechanism can gen-
erate character-level training data for the recognition model
from text-line labels. Moreover, through joint optimization,
the segmentation and recognition models can mutually ben-
efit and enhance each other’s performance. Empirical eval-
uation validates that our learning approach can significantly
improve the performance of both segmentation and recogni-
tion models, outperforming the state-of-the-art OCR meth-
ods. KESAR is a general-purposed approach with suffi-
cient flexibility in implementation, e.g., the segmentation
and recognition models can be replaced by other networks
and the knowledge base can be modified to adapt to other
application scenarios.
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